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SUMMARY 
This note is concerned with positive linear approximation processes &(f; t) 
(n=l, 2, . ..) on C[a, b] which are exact for the functions 1, t. A short proof will 
be given for the pointwise estimate of If(t)- &(f; t)j (t E [a, b]) in terms of the 
second modulus of continuity, i.e. with increment depending on t. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (b(f ; w-1 be a sequence of positive linear operators defined on 
C[a, b] with range in C[a, b], i.e. & is linear, f E C[a, b], f(t) > 0, t E [a, b], 
implies &(f; -) E C[a, b], &(f; d)>O, t E [a, b]. Throughout this paper we 
will make the following assumptions: Let f*(t) = t(, i= 0, 1, 2; then 
(1) 
(2) 
+n(ft, t)=fi(t) (i=O, 1; n>l), 
lim 442; t) =fi(t) uniformly in t E [a, b]. -00 
It is well known by the Bohman-Korovkin-Theorem (e.g. [3] p. 67) that 
(1) and (2) imply uniform convergence of bn(f; t) to f(t) for all f .5 C[u, b]. 
It is also known that such a process {4+#; t))r-, cannot be exact for /2(t), 
i.e., &(#a; t) =fz(t), n> 1, unless 4% is the identity (e.g. [3], p. 71). 
We shall prove pointwise (i.e. with increment depending on t) estimates 
in terms of the second modulus of continuity. As will be seen, one can 
prove such estimates only under the assumption (1). Pointwise estimates 
by the first modulus of continuity for general positive operators on C[a, b] 
have been given by 0. Shisha and B. Mond [ 1 l] and others. In [l], however, 
a pointwise estimate by the second modulus of continuity is obtained for 
the particular case of the Bernstein polynomials (see example I below). 
For an excellent survey on this subject and related topics see e.g. P. C. 
Sikkema [13] and R. A. De Vore [6]. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
Let cZ[a, b] denote the Banach space of all twice continuously differ- 
entiable functions defined on [a, b] with norm 
(3) IW= max W4L If’WL Ilf”llc~~ 
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where [j. I/c is the usual max-norm, and let C2* be its dual space of all 
bounded linear functionals on G2. We start with the evaluation of the 
C2*-norm of the functional & -ff defined for fixed t E [a, b] and f E C 
by the relations 
(4) $qt(f)=4df; t) (%21), f:(f)=f(G 
LEMMA. Let {d7aj-EL 4%: C[a, b] + C[a, b], be a sequence of positive 
linear operators and the associated functionals &, f: be dejilzed as above. 
Then under the assumptions (1) one has 
(5) 119:t-f:llc2*=~{dn((~)2; t)-t2} (a<t<b; n>l). 
PROOF. Let f be a continuously differentiable convex function. Then 
by the obvious inequality f(z) -f(y) > f’(Y)(z-Y) (x, y E [a, b]) we obtain 
for fixed y E [a, b] 
G.t(f)-f(Y)Kt(fd ~&(f’(Y)(fl -Y)) =f’(Y)Mt(fl)-Y4:t(fo)~, 
or by the assumptions (1) 
(6) &L(f)-f(y)>f’(y)(t-Y). 
Setting y= t the inequality (6) yields 
(7) ~~J(f) >ft*(f) (n> 1) 
for each continuously differentiable convex function f. On the other hand, 
a Peano-kernel Theorem (e.g. [6] p. 123) gives for f E c2 the representation 
&(f) -f?(f) = i &$, WWdu, &(t, . ) E C[a, bl, a 
from which there follows immediately (e.g. F. Riesz representation 
theorem) 
(9) Il#i,t-f:llc”*= j I&$, u)ldu. *I a 
But using the inequality (7) we conclude by (8) that for twice con- 
tinuously differentiable convex functions (i.e. f” > 0) the left hand side 
of (8) is positive. Hence for fixed t E [a, b] one has K,(t, u) > 0, u E [a, b]. 
This implies by setting f(u) = Qus in (8) that 
(10) 
Thus 
i IK& u)ldu= s” %a(4 u)du = +@:t(fz) -ft(fz)}. 
a a 
*) Here comes in the fact to use the norm (3) for (72% 
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THEOREM. Under the assumptions of the Lemma there exists a constant 
c > 0 independent of n, t such that for f E C[a, b], n> 1, t E [a, b] one leas 
(12) Mf; t)-f(t)/~~oz(l/d~(~(.)~; t)-t2p; f). 
Here w2(h; f) (h>O) denotes the second modulus of continuity. 
PROOF. Let f E C[a, b] and g E @[a, b] be arbitrarily given. Then for 
t E [a, bl 
(13) IMf; t)-f(t)ICIMf-9; t)-(f(t)-9(t))I+lM9; t)-9(t)I* 
In order to estimate the two terms on the right hand side of (13) we 
use the fact that li&lrc,cl= 1 (n> 1) (& is positive and &( 1; t) = 1) and 
the representation (8), (9), respectively. Hence we obtain 
(14) Ib(f; ~~-f~~~I~~~Ilf-9llc+Il~:t-f:llc~*~Il9”llc~ 
where &$, f: are defined as above. 
Since g is arbitrary in (14) we have 
(15) IMf; t) -fMl c2 ginJ {Ilf -sllc+ lld:t-f:lIc”*ll9”llc). 
Now the right hand side of (15) is, apart from the factor 2, equal to the 
(modified) K-functional R(u, f ; C2, C)(u > 0) of J. Peetre (see [2]) and it 
is well known (e.g. [S]) that 
(16) K(u, f; P, C)= inf {Ilf-ggl~~+~ll9”~lc}~~0~2(~~; f)(a>O). 
rcc2 
Now by means of (5) the assertion (12) follows at once. 
For related results concerning the application of the K-functional see 
also [7]. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
Let us consider three typical examples. 
I. Bernstein operator. 
For f E C[O, l] the Bernstein operator is given by 
tk(l-t)n-k, tE[O, 11, npl. 
Since Bn( ( . )“/2 ; t) - P/2 = t( 1 - t)( 2n)-1, the theorem delivers the known 
estimate [l] (but without a numerical value for the constant) 
(17) I&(f; t)-ff(t)I<coz (~~;f)(tt[U, I]; n>l). 
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II. Cheney-Sharma operator. 
This operator is defined for f E C[O, 1] by (see [4], [13]) 
i&(f; t)=(l-tp+1 kzo q&k) (“:p (WO, 11; n>*). 
Since AZ,&, t) =/f(t) (i = 0, 1; n> 1) the theorem applies. Using an estimate 
of P. C. Sikkema ([12]), namely 
(18) &((-)2; q--t2< (n + l 
t(l- ty tyl-t)(2-t) ) 
(n-t- 1)2 1 
we get for f E C[O, 1] 
(19) Wdf; Q--fVN<co2 
t(l - t)2 ty1 - t)(2 - t) 
2(n + 2tn+1J2 :f)(W, 11; n>*). 
As W2(U;f)db(~;f) (‘u>O) and OZ(U; f) <W&L; f’) (f E O[O, *I), the 
known estimates (e.g. [13] p. 50) follow at once. 
III. Variation diminishing spline operator. 
I. J. Schoenberg ([lo]) introduced the following spline operator. Let 
d =(O=q<q< . . . c~~-~<zm=l}, q=zo for i-co, a=~% for i>n and 
Then for f E C[O, 1] 
n-1 
(20) fiA,& t) = ,-zm+, fww% 
where 
x(t) = a+;-- q Bg(t) 
denotes the normalized B-spline. Since iVg(t)> 0 (t E [0, 1]), SA,m(l; t)= 1, 




An easy computation yields 
such that for f E C[O, l] 
from which one obtains in the same manner as above the known estimates 
(e.g. [51, p. 45). 
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